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Monday 20th April 
 

Starter: Underline the relative clause  

 

Erik the Viking, who was the leader of the Viking village, ran into battle like a tiger running 

towards its prey.  

 

The long dirty sword, that was used to slay the giant cat, was cleaned until it was shining like 

the North Star.  

 

IALT: use similes to describe 

 

Remember our work on similes? What is a simile?  

 

 
 

 

Watch the Video of the Camel and the Pyramid. Makes notes during of what happens when 

you watch it.  

https://www.literacyshed.com/uploads/1/2/5/7/12572836/the_egyptian_pyramids_-

_funny_animated_short_film_(full_hd)_957.mp4 

Watch online YouTube Video of Miss Parry explaining the lesson and the task.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UWf7e6AeujU 
Task: write sentences that describe what the camel saw using similes.  

HOT TASK: Write sentences that describe what the camel saw using similes AND 

include relative clauses. 

Extension: Brain Bubble – What are the 4 relative pronouns?  

https://www.literacyshed.com/uploads/1/2/5/7/12572836/the_egyptian_pyramids_-_funny_animated_short_film_(full_hd)_957.mp4
https://www.literacyshed.com/uploads/1/2/5/7/12572836/the_egyptian_pyramids_-_funny_animated_short_film_(full_hd)_957.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UWf7e6AeujU
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Starter: Daily 10 

 

IALT: find unit fractions of quantities. 

This is a practical lesson- you will need something you can share out. Miss Frain used 

pasta, you could cut up pieces of paper or use beads etc. 

 

Today we are going to be finding fractions of quantities. We will begin by looking at 

unit fractions. 

A unit fraction has a numerator of 1- so we are looking at one part of the whole.  

Miss Frain will teach you every stage of this lesson through the youtube video.  

Follow the link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K6OQDnRFoqs 

 
 

Hot 

Explain how to find the unit fraction of a number.  

You can fill in the gaps to support you: 

 

To find the unit fraction of a number, you first need to look at the d__________ because 

this tells you how many p_______ you need to divide the w__________ into.  

Make sure you share the whole out e________________. 

Once you have shared it out, you need to look at how many are in o_________ group 

because the n___________ is one and we are working with u________ fractions today. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K6OQDnRFoqs
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Read p 154-159 The Land where the Sun goes at Night (first part) 

Answer these questions in full sentences: 

1. Why do the men look around ‘in wonder’? p154 

2. P155 What is special about the corn growing? 

3. Who did Erik learn about this place from? 

4. P156 What metaphor does Thorkhild use to describe how useless 

their weapons will be? REMINDER: A metaphor says something 

IS something else… 

5. P156 How did Thorkhild and Sven defeat the monster? 

6. The men thought they were climbing a mountain, but what 

were they really climbing?  

TASK: Use the description on p156 to draw a picture of the terrible 

creature that the men defeat. Write the words and phrases that 

describe it around the edge.  
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Monday is our PE day! 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lc1Ag9m7XQo 
Complete the HIIT (High Intensity Interval Training) to get your heart 
rate up! 
 
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lc1Ag9m7XQo

